Talent Day in the food cluster

Time and place:
Wednesday 19th Sept. 2018
10.00 am - approx. 17:00 pm
Agro Food Park 13, Skejby
8200 Aarhus N

Registration for the morning program:
Send a mail to Søren Madsen at srma@agrofoodpark.dk
Deadline: Monday 17th Sept. at 12.00
Questions: Søren Madsen, 21638846/ srma@agrofoodpark.dk

Free of charge!
We expect you to participate once you have registered.

The Danish food cluster has a unique position of strength and is one of the strongest in the world. On dining tables around the world you will find milk, meat, vegetables and other food products from Denmark and this is due to the fact that the Danish food cluster supplies quality, food safety, resource efficiency and sustainability to the consumers. In case the specific products are not of Danish origin they might have been produced by means of Danish technology or contain Danish ingredients for the food industry.

Throughout the entire value chain we are working on producing more using less raw material; minimize food waste and use big data to automate and digitize product development and innovation. The agricultural sector already today uses satellites and robots to obtain a more exact picture of where to fertilize, and where not to.

To maintain this unique position of strength in future, it is decisive that the business can attract talents and highly skilled employees to the many interesting jobs within the food industry – Denmark’s perhaps most international line of business. A line of business which offers a most interesting and fascinating career.

Want to know wing more? Join the “Talent Day” in the food cluster! Interesting presentations as well as the opportunity to meet a number of strong and powerful companies.

**Morning program 150 seats available**

**10.00** Check-in and snacks

**10.30** “Stay, live and work in Business Region Aarhus” – Mayor Jan Petersen, Norddjurs Kommune

**10.50** ”Welcome to Agro Food Park” – Managing director Anne-Marie Hansen, Agro Food Park

**11.00** “The importance of the food cluster to Denmark” – by Deputy CEO Anne Lawaetz Arhnung, Landbrug & Fødevarer

**11.20** “The Danish job market and the strong candidate” – Senior advisor & partner Martin Alsted, Foodjob Nordic

**11.40** Meet three talents from the food cluster:
- Morten Thybo - Dupont Nutrition & Biosciences Aps
- Lasse Hinrichsen – Enorm Biofactory
- Frederik Foldager - AgroIntelli

**12.10** Sandwiches

**Afternoon program – meet the companies. Open – no limit of the number of participants**

**13.00-16.00** meet the companies – get inspired to a food career

Around 20 of the most well known, largest and innovative Danish agricultural and food companies will be represented this afternoon with booths, where you can get insight in their business and hear about career and project opportunities. You can also experience:

- Short inspirational presentations from food specialists in Speakers Corner
- Food podcasts from the Danish food cluster
- A visit to labs and food stations

**Full program on arrival**

**16.00** Keynote presentation by CFO Natalie Knight, Arla Foods

**16.30** Barbecue, Pisner beer bar and free networking

Speakers:

- Jan Petersen
  Business Region
  Aarhus

- Anne Lawaetz Arhnung
  Landbrug & Fødevarer

- Martin Alsted
  Foodjob Nordic

- Morten Thybo
  Dupont

- Lasse Hinrichsen
  Enorm Biofactory

- Frederik Foldager
  AgroIntelli